
Hydro Jelly Masks
Hydro Jelly mask jelly-like texture provides extra full hydration, 
instant cooling and soothing, and a glowing complexion.Creating a 
silky soft, vacuum-like seal over the skin the mask pushes 
hydration, and nourishing ingredients (from the mask and other 
previously applied skincare) deep into the skin.

Cool Smoothing Mask 
Causes nerves to sense cold without changing the temperature to 
calm the skin. Helps balance the production of oils, thereby 
reducing acne and breakouts, diminishing the appearance of acne, 
blackheads, redness of the skin, rosacea, and sun damage.

24kt Gold Mask 
Containing luxurious 24kt Gold and Collagen this mask hydrates, 
detoxifies, firms and moisturizes the skin, reduces fine lines and 
wrinkles, and gives smooth and radiant skin. Keeps skin firm by 
maintaining collagen in the skin and inhibiting the breakdown of 
elastin. This Mask reduces the effects of aging.

Stem Cell Mask
Plant based stem cells/Peptide complex helps skin cells to 
regenerate and rejuvenate. This mask promotes enhancements to 
skin tone and texture. Repairing the skin, targeting the signs of 
aging and inflammation to regenerate skin cells and firm the skin. 
Good for Fine Lines, Wrinkles, and elasticity. 

Vitamin Mask 
Boosts the growth of collagen. Collagen retains elasticity in your 
skin, delaying wrinkles. This mask brings radiant and glowing skin. 
With an Ascorbic Acid Formula (Ascorbic Acid, the best form of 
Vitamin C) this mask is an effective skin brightener and essential 
component in collagen synthesis.Helps to fade signs of sun 
damage spots and acne, brighten skin, fade Hyperpigmentation, 
Calm and smooth skin. This mask is a proven antioxidant.  

Lavender Mask 
This mask can eliminate nervous tension, relieve pain, disinfect the 
skin, enhance blood circulation Stress Release, Hydrates and 
Detoxifies. Great for Stressed / Sensitive Skin, Dry & Dull skin.

Collagen Mask 
Firms the skin and reduces the effects of aging as collagen is 
absorbed by the skin. Penetrating deep into the layers of the skin 
where collagen forms a network, where new cells grow. Collagen is 
also key to the skin’s restoration of dead skin cells. This mask 
Hydrates reduces appearance of fine Lines & wrinkles. Stimulates 
Skin Cells, Amplifies Collagen production. 

Facial Packages Available - Buy 5 Get 1 Free


